
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

UNNATURAL  

MANIPULATIVE 
 
What is not in accordance with ‘Newtonian Natural Laws & Baseline Physics’ will have very little chance 

of supporting repetitive mechanical motions as absolutely required in order to play high caliber golf. 

Heck! Forget that thought … to play any type of ‘Happy Golf’! 

 

Your loyal and faithful ‘Golf Doctor’ (always studying) just watched a video with high expectations and 

belief it would be worthwhile. It was! But the central figure pushed that one should accomplish an “Early 

Wrist Cock” as a natural component motion. He expressed that this ‘Wrist Hinge Action’ enabled ‘Lag or 

Lag Pressure’, a secret that is essential to making a ‘Player’s Swing’. 

 

Your ‘555 Team’ so disagrees! This notion diametrically violates the ‘Quiet Triangles Protocols’. 

 

Whether deemed useful or not, by anyone, early ‘Wrist Cock’, what we refer to as ‘PUITA’ (‘Pick Up 

Inside Take-Away’) is pure manipulation usually asking for trouble. We know that what happens early in 

the golf swing, (‘Take-Away’ & ‘Back & Up’) also commits other reciprocal actions in the late swing. 

(‘Down & Out’) Thus, a ‘PUITA’ invites a case of the ‘Flippy Hands’ leading to ‘Snap Hooks’.  

 

We all know that the conditions of a ‘Snap Hook’ are 1) ‘Inside-Out Clubhead Path’, 2) ‘Closed Clubface 

Aim At The Moment Of Separation’ and 3) ‘Fast or Flippy Hands’. (‘PUITA’ early means ‘Flippy Hands 

Later’) Your ‘555 Team’ is a real fan of controlled ‘Ball Flight Curvature’.    

 

What naturally ‘Sets The Wrist Hinge In Its Cocked Condition’ is the ‘Momentum or Kinetic Energy’ of 

the ‘Clubhead Mass’ coming to the end of its ‘Action Sequence’ at the ‘Top Of Back Swing’ (’TOB’)(see 

‘The 5 Essential Elements’)(see ‘The 9 Wrist Hinge Motions’) The ‘Lower Body Machine’ (‘LBM’) coils 

to its tightness limit and stops winding first. The ‘Upper Body Machine’ (‘UBM’) continues on for a short 

but finite period. When it also becomes tight or ‘Limited’, the ‘Clubhead Mass’ continues, and thus, ‘Sets 

The Wrist Cocking Hinge’. (see ‘Horizontal Wrist Hinge Pin’ enabling ‘Vertical Action’ – ‘CLU’) 

 

‘Wrist Cocking’ is Newtonian autonomic. There are no ‘UBM’ - ‘Lever Assembly Muscles’ required. 

You, of course, know that the ‘Iron Byron’ has ‘ZERO Power Source’ in its single ‘Lever Assembly’? 

Now that is a ultimate and simplistic golf swing to make anyone a ‘Smiley Face Golfer’!  

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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